
The Conservatorium hotel
The Conservatorium hotel has repeatedly been crowned the number one luxury 
hotel in the Netherlands. Located in the Museum Square district, the true heart 
of the city, the Conservatorium is an architectural masterpiece that combines a 
landmark heritage building with graceful, contemporary design. A personal Host 
is assigned to each and every guest. Our Hosts are your knowledgeable and 
local friends in Amsterdam. You may reach your future Host here.

Dining

Taiko
Taiko by Schilo serves superb and stunning 
Asian-inspired dishes with ingredients, both local 
and Asian. With bursts of bright, delicate Asian 
flavour in each carefully balanced bite, every dish 
chef Schilo creates is a delight.

Seafood Bar
Excellent fresh fish and friendly service in this 
‘packed-every-day’ casual but trendy local 
favourite. Wait to be seated at the bar with a good 
glass of wine.

George WPA
Dynamic NYC style French brasserie. Service 
may vary but George always remains a casual 
favourite in the neighbourhood. Within walking 
distance of the hotel.

Buffet van Odette
Think of a light French brasserie with a bar 
filled with delicious dishes made by organic 
ingredients. Famous for its brunch and lunch. 
Good service and calm environment, although 
always packed.

Nightlife

Tunes Bar 
With its chic décor and shimmering ambiance, 
Tunes Bar is an elegant yet casual haven in 
which to enjoy special champagnes, exclusive 
cocktails, surprising Gin & Tonics and super 
tasty Asian Tapas and sushi served with pairing 
Sake.

Door 74
Door 74 was the first speakeasy style cocktail 
bar in The Netherlands. Features: hidden door, 
antique barware, tin ceiling and sophisticated 
atmosphere, plus delicious and perfectly 
balanced cocktail creations.

Tales and Spirits
A multi-level building featuring a cocktail bar 
with restaurant serving exquisite drinks, amazing 
food, and bar bites in contemporary, unique, and 
vintage glassware.

Vyne
The 270 wine varieties serve as part of the decor 
in this chic bar for tastings & light bite. Vyne has 
the atmosphere of a ‘brown café’ but is much 
more suited to modern times. It’s all about wine 
here.
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Activities

Museums
Amsterdam has the highest museum density 
in the world. Alongside the wealth of magestic 
Golden Age paintings, you’ll find exciting modern 
art, film and photography museums and some 
unique typically Dutch museums such as the 
Houseboat museum.

Canal cruise
At the Conservatorium hotel, we can arrange a 
lovely private boat tour for you or advise you on 
the best public boat tours. We can arrange any 
boat tour over Amsterdams lovely canals on your 
request. 

Amsterdam on foot
Simply walking through Amsterdam is one of the 
best ways to get to know the city. With the many 
picturesque bridges to cross and the countless 
cozy cafés for breaks along the way, exploring 
Amsterdam by foot offers hours of sightseeing. 

Take a bike ride
Still the best way to get around in Amsterdam is 
by bicycle - just like the locals do. Cycling is fun, 
efficient and easy, thanks to the flat landscape 
and multitude of bike paths. Amsterdam has 
been ranked as the most bicycle-friendly city in 
the world. 

Markets
Amsterdam has a number of lively 
(neighborhood) markets filled with food, flowers, 
clothes, vintage, housewares and other bits of 
kitsch. Visiting one of the many open-air markets 
is one of the best ways of soaking up some of 
the local culture.

Shopping

‘9 Little Streets’
Best for a scenic, uniquely “Amsterdam style” 
shopping experience on the canals right in the 
city center. It’s always a good idea to go strolling 
on the hand-laid brickwork lanes, dotted with 
designer boutiques, cozy cafés, vintage stores 
and specialty shops. 

Old South
Don’t miss Cornelis Schuytstraat and its trendy 
boutiques and home stores for a special Dutch 
outfit or gift. For high-brow label-hunting, go 
to the P.C. Hooftstraat located just around the 
corner from the Conservatorium hotel. 

Utrechtsestraat
Best for trendy shopping in the Eastern Canal 
Belt. This long canal-crossing street has enough 
specialty stores and boutiques to keep you 
browsing for several hours. 

The Jordaan Area
Best for discovering hidden treasures. It’s fun to 
spend an afternoon getting lost in the maze of 
tiny streets in the heart of the bohemian-yuppie 
Jordaan neighborhood, where you’ll stumble 
upon second-hand stores, artist’s studios, small 
boutiques and galleries.

Spiegelkwartier
Just north of the Rijksmuseum, you’ll find 
beautiful antique shops with art, furniture, Royal 
Delft, prints, books and more. The many art 
galleries on the cross-street Kerkstraat are also 
part of this antique- and art-dense area, known 
as the ‘Spiegelkwartier’.
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